
LESSON NOTE ON AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE FOR THREE WEEK ENDING 

Class: SS1 

Topic: Farm surveying and planning 

Presentation and development 

Period 1: 

What is farm surveying and planning 

Farm surveying can be defined as the process of measuring and mapping out the position, height,size 

and boundary of an area of farm land. While 

Farm planning is the drawing or outlining of a farmstead and the arrangement of land for proper usage 

without the risk of land degradation. 

Importance of farm surveying  

- It helps to know the size of farm land 

- It can be used for feasibility studies 

- It enables the farmers to make proper use of the land 

- Farmers can determines where to site and locate certain buildings or structures  in the farm 

- It also gives security over the land. 

Common surveying Equipment and their features 

1. Ranging pole: This has a pointed end which is used to mark stations and making straight lines. 

2. Arrow or pin: This also has a thin pointed which are used to mark off chain lengths and stations. 

3. Gunter’s chain: This is a surveying equipment that was used before the coming tape. It is used in 

taking detailed measurement of the length and breadth of land. Thus, it suitable for taking short 

measurement of length and breadth. 

4. Measuring tape:  This is used for taking measurement of length, breadth and height 

5. Prismatic compass: This is an equipment that has a sighting slot used in taking bearings and 

measuring angular distance. 

6. Theodolite:  This instrument is usually placed an a tripod stand. It is used in measuring both 

horizontal and vertical angles. 

Maintenance of surveying equipment 
- Clean or wash and dry properly after use before storage 

- Grease or oil the metal tips 

- Paint where necessary 

- Repair and service the necessary equipment 

- Sharpen blunt edges. 

 

Evaluation and assignment: 
Identify and make a good diagram of 7 surveying equipment you have studied. 

 



 

Period 2: 

Farm stead:  
This is a piece of land where farm buildings and structures are located. These farm structures 

may be constructed with blocks , mud or zinc. Examples of farm stead are: dwelling houses, 

Bans for yam, pens for pigs, and poultry ,Shed for cattle , houses for storage of crops and others, 

orchards, processing and handling unit, farm shop, maintence building and servicing points etc 

 

Factors to be considered when planning farm stead: 
 

- Climatic factors 

- Topography or nature of the land 

- Nature of the soil and water supply 

- The farm stead must be accessible to every body in order to ease transportation and carriage of 

materials in and out of the farm. 

- The economic factors as it relate to the availability of capital, profit to be realized and the cost 

to be incurred on the investment. 

 

Principles of farm layout. 
To layout farm properly, certain conditions should be considered. Such as: 

- Office buildings should be located far away from animal pens and processing unit. 

- Crops should be cultivated on fertile land 

- Avoid erosion prone areas 

- The farm must be accessible. 

 

Importance of farm planning 
- It enables farmers to allocate livestock buildings properly 

- It makes farm neat, organize and devoid of pollution 

- The farmer can be able to make good and proper use of available land 

- It enables farmers to construct each structures in a good specific location.  

 

Summary and conclusion 
Farm stead is a piece of land where farm buildings and structures are located. 

Factors to be considered when planning farmstead are climatic, topography,nature of soil, water 

supply, accessibility and economic factors. 

However, in order to layout farm stead properly, certain conditions should be considered such 

as location of office  building, soil fertility and erosion e.t.c. 

 

 

 

 

 


